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blackout introduces a whole new variety of
gameplay: night vision goggles. invite your friends
online, grab a night vision headset, and explore the

cold war’s streets and cold war’s enshrouded
blackout location. the goggles let you see through

night and even atmospheric or water conditions, and
with the ability to see through walls, ceiling, and

floor, it won’t be long until you know exactly where
the enemy is hiding. relive one of the greatest

moments in call of duty history when you black ops
cold war in the night. night vision can be found in

black ops cold war at the launch of season three and
in warzone mid-season. there's been many that will

tell you that black ops cold war is the black ops
game that was closest to being a true sequel to the

original. after all, black ops cold war takes place
over the course of four days, with players on both

sides of the conflict digging for answers as they seek
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to uncover the truth. the r.a.f. is waiting to get their
hands on you. while you take the fight to the skies in

the new jetpack, you’ll need to think fast and act
fast as you dash through the beautifully detailed,

multi-level environment. operators are assigned to
teams based on their role and experience. hit up the

armory to stock up, and work alongside your
teammate to perform your missions effectively.

scorestreaks and attachments change the battle, so
bring all the tools available to you to stay one step
ahead of your opponents. choose a gunner from a

large variety and unleash the force of the uav. your
choice of ghost and support classes allows you to

adapt your playstyle to any situation.
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you can purchase the tactical visor from cod points
to modify your view of the field, from the far-

distance all the way to on-the-fly. anything you see
outside your view will appear fuzzy on your visor, so
use it to your advantage and assume the role of the
invisible man! a constant hazard of playing blackout
and black ops cold war is dealing with falling. youll
also be surprised to learn that you can fall faster
without falling. anything which can hurt you (or

anyone else) can potentially kill you, so make sure
youve got the right attachment for your weapon to
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save your skin or, well, your life. upon black ops iiis
release, it was announced that in addition to the 12

multiplayer maps featured in the game, the full
roster of dlc would be made available to players,

allowing them to play through every level and stage
available in all 10 multiplayer maps. thats definitely

the case with black ops cold war! this blackout vr
map is the first ever to feature new player models

from this years black ops iii. this first-person shooter
is set in the future of 2019, where the titular

character is a lone mercenary trying to make his
way in a futuristic earth. this single-player campaign

takes place in a harsh atmosphere and is set in a
cyberpunk meta world. unbeknownst to the player,

the ssa orion will soon arrive to the city and set off a
chain of events to prevent the potential failure of the

earths climate. this will lead to more threats on a
much larger scale, and the mercenaries job will

become harder. this map will also feature a heavy
enemy type, part of the main enemies expanded
equipment which is specifically designed for first-

person shooters. the map will feature a mode called
“aufruf” where players can engage in a resource

gathering game. during this game, the players can
gather resources from fallen adversaries and earn

points. this activity can be selected while playing the
game, allowing for play of a one-time boss rush

version of the map. 5ec8ef588b
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